
No. 147SENATE
To accompany the petition of Charles I. Taylor and William J.

Keenan for legislation relative to the fees to be charged for the regis-
tration and operation of certain oversized motor vehicles. Highways
and Motor Vehicles.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Two.

An Act relative to the fees to be charged for the

REGISTRATION AND OPERATION OF CERTAIN OVERSIZED

MOTOR VEHICLES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 A fee is hereby imposed on every oversized motor
2 vehicle using the highways of the commonwealth, the
3 said permit to be issued by the registry of motor ve-
-4 hides. The permit shall specify the route to be fol-
-5 lowed, and the hour and date on which the passage
6 is to be effected, and maximum size.
7 A charge is hereby imposed on the weight of all
8 vehicles in excess of that permitted by law and every
9 vehicle having such overweight shall secure a permit

10 from the registry of motor vehicles, the charge for
11 which shall be ten dollars.
12 The permit shall specify the route to be followed,
13 the mileage covered, the date and hours between
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which the passage is to be made, and maximum
weight.

14
15

No vehicle, including any load thereon, shall ex-
ceed a height of twelve feet six inches, except that
motor transport carriers of automobiles, including
any load thereon, may be thirteen feet six inches in
height.
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20
No vehicle or combination of vehicles, including

the load thereon, shall exceed fifty-five feet in length,
inclusive of front and rear bumpers; except that any
utility poles being transported by or for any public
utility company shall not be subject to the limita-
tions provided in this section as to over-all length;
and further provided, that piling shall not be subject
to the limitations provided in this section as to over-
all length.
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No axle load shall exceed twenty-two thousand
four hundred pounds, but with respect to any vehicle
containing coupled axles the load for each of such
coupled axles shall not exceed twenty thousand
pounds; and with respect to any vehicle containing
coupled axles spaced less than forty-eight inches
apart, measured horizontally between their center
lines, the load for each of such coupled axles shall not
exceed eighteen thousand pounds.
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No vehicle or combination of vehicles shall have a
gross weight in pounds, including the load, in excess
of that derived from the formula eight hundred and
fifty times (L plus forty) in which L shall be the
distance in feet, measured horizontally, between the
center lines of the first and the last axles of the ve-
hicle or combination of vehicles.
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It shall be unlawful and constitute a misdemeanor
for all, any or each, or any combination, of the fol-
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48 lowing, that is, person, firm or corporation, co-
-49 partnership or association or the agent or servant of
50 any person, firm, corporation, co-partnership or asso-
-51 ciation, or owner, lessee, operator or driver of any
52 vehicle, commercial vehicle, tractor-trailer, semi-
-53 trailer, trailer or combination thereof, to operate on
54 a public highway any of the above vehicles having a
55 gross weight in excess of the maximum registered
56 weight as indicated on the certificate.
57 The court upon the conviction for a violation of
58 any of the provisions of this act shall impose the fol-
-59 lowing fines:
60 1. For a weight violation of less than five thousand
61 pounds over the registered weight or any statutory
62 weight limit, a fine of two cents for every pound of
63 excess weight shall be imposed.
64 2. For a weight violation in excess of five thousand
65 pounds over the registered weight or any statutory
66 weight limit, a fine of six cents for every pound of
67 excess weight shall be imposed.
68 Whenever, upon measuring or weighing of a ve-
-69 hide and load, the vehicle is found to be in violation
70 of the law, said vehicle must be unloaded until the
71 vehicle complies with the applicable law before the
72 vehicle can be moved, and all material or cargo so un-
-73 loaded shall be cared for by the owner or operator of
74 such vehicle at the risk of such owner or operator;
75 provided, however, on first offence by a person oper-
-76 ating a vehicle which has an indivisible load, the
77 vehicle may be allowed to proceed after obtaining a
78 permit from the registry of motor vehicles, but on
79 second or subsequent offence, the vehicle carrying the
80 indivisible load must return to the place of entry or
81 origin in the state after obtaining a permit from the
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82 registry of motor vehicles to do so; and provided,
further, that a vehicle violating the law and carrying
as its full load perishable products shall for the first
offence only by the person operating the vehicle be
allowed to proceed to the destination, but for a sec-
ond or subsequent offence within any one calendar
year, said products must be unloaded before the
vehicle can be moved.
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89
90 If the driver of a vehicle sought to be weighed or

measured shall refuse to stop upon the proper order,
or to drive the vehicle upon the scales as directed by
an authorized officer, as empowered in this act, said
driver shall be subject to a fine of one thousand
dollars.
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